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Bishops, Moderators and the Kirk: a discussion to be resumed? 

David Fergusson 

I am grateful to my colleagues David Jasper and Oliver O’Donovan for prompting me to 
revisit an important ecclesiological issue through their characteristically measured and 
stimulating reflections.  

The office of the bishop may not be quite as neuralgic for Presbyterians as first appears. 
Although a historical overview is impossible here, I offer the following observations. In the 
post-Reformation Scottish church, early attempts to blend episcopacy with Presbyterian 
church government failed neither through the impossibility of such a mixed polity nor 
through lack of virtuous examples. Margo Todd has described these experiments, noting 
that they worked well for a time and produced some outstanding figures such as William 
Cowper. The hostile polemics that were soon to become standardised Presbyterian 
discourse do not represent the early seventeenth-century experience. ‘In fact,’ she writes, 
‘the manuscript records of Reformed kirk sessions, presbyteries, and synods reveal that 
presbytery within prelacy actually worked quite well in Scotland from the Reformation until 
the rise of Arminian and ceremonialist bishops in the 1630s’.1 Exactly what was understood 
by such an episcopal office and where authority resided remained unclear. Instead of 
whether there should be episcopacy, the issue was largely about what form it should take. 
As another commentator has remarked ‘it was not so much a question of ‘Episcopacy: good 
or bad?', rather it was one of 'Episcopacy: how strong and how accountable?’2 
 
Nevertheless, episcopacy was resisted and finally rejected through fears that it would lead 
to the imposition of regal powers resulting in the dissolution of the church’s Reformed 
identity. And these struggles are not quite as remote as they may appear to a contemporary 
observer. Fast forward three hundred years. The history of the Church of Scotland in the 
twentieth century is yet to be written, but one significant though largely forgotten episode 
was the defeat of the so-called ‘Bishops’ Report’ presented to the General Assembly in 
1957. Supported by the Ecumenical Relations Committee and many of the leading figures of 
the day – Archie Craig, John Baillie and Tom Torrance – the report recommended the 
introduction of an episcopal office within the structures of Presbyterianism.3 Had this been 
accomplished, the Church of Scotland and the Scottish Episcopal Church would surely have 
been united. Yet the report was defeated through a national campaign fronted by the 
Scottish Daily Express. Episcopalianism, it was argued, was a top-down English model of 
church government, inimical to a hard-won Scottish identity marked by more democratic 
and egalitarian practices. Rallied by Lord Beaverbrook and his able lieutenant Ian McColl, 
the Scots were urged to refuse this Trojan horse presented to the General Assembly by a 
group of misguided ecumenical enthusiasts led mostly by Edinburgh professors and 

                                                           
1 Margo Todd, ‘Bishops in the kirk: William Cowper of Galloway and the puritan episcopacy of Scotland’, 
Scottish Journal of Theology 57(3) 2004, 300–312 (301). 
2 Alan R. MacDonald, The Jacobean Kirk 1567-1625 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1998), 182. 
3 ‘Relations Between Anglicans and Presbyterian Churches’, Reports to the General Assembly (Edinburgh: 
Blackwood, 1957)72–95. 
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ministers of well-heeled congregations.4 In Glasgow, Professor Ian Henderson later wrote, 
‘The first serious attempt at Anglican imperialism to take over the Church of Scotland came 
to a head in 1957 with the publication of a Joint Report.’5 Given these suspicions, it is not 
surprising to learn that the proposals were eventually defeated, since when ecumenism has 
struggled to recover in Scotland.6   

This episode has yet to be fully researched. But one thing at least is clear from these 
debates – Scottish society has come a very long way in half a century. Two related facts 
stare us in the face. The first is that a majority of Scots now tell the pollsters that they 
belong to ‘no religion’. And, given the demographics, this figure is likely to increase. Second, 
contemporary expressions of Scottish national identity are secular rather than religious.7 
The notion of a distinctive Protestantism that characterises Scottish nationhood within the 
wider context of the UK is absent from nationalist discourse. To a contemporary student, 
the campaign waged by the Scottish Daily Express will seem quaint if not vaguely sectarian. 
Today, it is hard to imagine a tabloid headline hailing a vote by the Presbytery of Glasgow. 
Yet this much altered political context might afford an opportunity to reassess the past and 
to ask some pertinent questions about the nature of personal oversight, pastoral care, and 
public advocacy within the Church of Scotland.  

The report of 1957 sought to blend two polities in ways that actually make good sense. If 
Episcopalianism needed to recognise the value of a more corporate dimension to church 
government, then Presbyterianism ought to register the value of a presiding figure in 
presbytery. This office would be more permanent than that of a one-year moderator – here 
today, gone tomorrow – and would serve a useful purpose in relation to oversight and 
leadership. There are echoes here of Calvin’s low-key endorsement of an episcopal figure.8  
Set aside by fellow ministers of Word and sacrament as a ‘primus inter pares’, the bishop 
could fulfil an important function in the corporate life of the Reformed church. 

My own view is that more structured forms of personal leadership and oversight are badly 
needed in the Church of Scotland today. A brief perusal of the Kirk’s website reveals the 
extent to which the Moderator of the General Assembly is now required to offer media 

                                                           
4 See John Highet, The Scottish Churches: A review of their state 400 years after the Reformation (London: 
Skeffington, 1960), 153–159. 
5 Ian Henderson, Power Without Glory: A Study in Ecumenical Politics (London: Hutchison, 1967), 114. 
Published on the eve of the General Assembly, Henderson’s book aroused widespread controversy. In a review 
in the British Weekly (25 May, 1967, 5), J. K. S. Reid memorably described it as ‘not vitriol but bile’. 
6 The mood north of the border was not helped by an editorial in Crockford (1958) which suggested that 
‘Anglicans may be forgiven for wondering whether nationalism or theology is the more important in Scottish 
church life’. See Highet op. cit., 158. For an acute analysis from the perspective of Archie Craig, see Elizabeth 
Templeton, God’s February: A Life of Archie Craig 1888-1985 (London: BCC/CCBI, 1991), 86–91. Craig remarked 
on a loose alliance of those who opposed episcopacy on Scriptural grounds, those whose sentiments were 
principally nationalist, and a large middle party of ministers who had not been directly engaged in any 
ecumenical interaction and saw little point in the proposals. I owe this reference to Sandy Forsyth. 
7 Nevertheless, at the time of the SCIFU talks in 2000 George Rosie could still argue that the argument about 
bishops went to ‘Scotland’s sense of itself’. New Statesman Scotland, 24 April 2000, 36–37.  
8 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, trans. Ford Lewis Battles (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1960), 
IV.4.2–3.  
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comment on a daily basis. But, having learned how to do this effectively, he or she is 
discharged after one year in post. As a disciplinary body, the presbytery is hampered by 
frequent changes of office-bearer and often a process of intervention in disciplinary matters 
which comes painfully late in serving the unity and peace of the church. And ministers 
complain repeatedly about a lack of pastoral care and oversight, leaving them isolated and 
vulnerable. While support is heroically offered by retired ministers, loyal friends or an 
overburdened presbytery clerk, an enhanced office of regional oversight would do much to 
augment these ad hoc processes. The Church of Scotland is now moving, albeit in low gear, 
towards the reduction of the number of presbyteries to create more viable and semi-
autonomous regional bodies. As this happens, these presbyteries will need improved ways 
of coordinating their work within a single national strategy. We can expect this process of 
reform to generate a demand for stronger regional leadership, thus providing an 
opportunity to reconsider the potential of an episcopal function within the contemporary 
church, perhaps through an extended moderatorial office.  Within this context, more 
publicly prominent figures would likely find themselves cast in an advocacy role. Against a 
strengthening secular headwind, they would be required to articulate, defend and interpret 
the Christian faith to internal and external audiences. Might this raise the church’s 
theological game and counteract some of the anti-intellectual trends that are increasingly 
evident? During a recent review of the Church of Ireland College, I was struck by the 
Archbishop’s remark that he was unwilling to countenance a scenario in which his clergy 
would preach to congregations better educated than they were. We would benefit from 
such voices in Scotland.   

Some scepticism from both sides will surround these arguments. Are not these prescriptions 
for a more efficient church rather than claims for the historic episcopate? Is not the ‘primus 
inter pares’ a parish minister who has been deployed for a regional function, as opposed to 
the holder of an ecclesiastical office constituted by apostolic succession? And does this 
merely repeat the strategy of 1957 which was perceived by its critics as a craven attempt to 
accommodate an ecclesiology that compromised the Reformed marks of the church and 
cast doubt on the validity of its orders? To all this, we might respond by pointing to 
ecumenical work that views the episcopal office as belonging not to the esse of the church, 
but to its bene esse.9 A valuable office, with deep historical roots, it can be adapted and 
deployed to enhance the life of the church. In any case, there are longstanding models of 
episcopacy across the Protestant churches in Europe which deserve greater attention within 
the Kirk. 

The Church of Scotland has moved some way on liturgy, the seasons of the Christian year, 
the value of pilgrimage and more frequent celebration of the sacrament. There is less 
Protestant rigidity in approaches to church music, clerical garb and forms of worship. In 
much of this, we have gained a renewed appreciation of the catholicity of the Reformed 
tradition. Soon it may be time to revisit and improve upon those shrill debates surrounding 
episcopacy which scuppered the process of church union over sixty years ago. Scottish 

                                                           
9 E.g. Wilhelm Hüffmeier and Colin Podmore (eds.), Leuenberg, Meissen and Porvoo (Frankfurt: Otto Lembeck, 
1995). 
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identity has shifted decisively in its signature expressions; a more pragmatic and less highly 
charged conversation about episcopacy should now be possible. A Church in Scotland? If 
not, why not? 

 

  

 

  


